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Abstract
This thesis presents two hierarchical algorithms, FastMarkov and FD-MTM, for com-
puting the capacitance of very-large-scale layout with non-uniform media. Fast-
Markov is Boundary Element Method based and FD-MTM is Finite Difference based.
In our algorithms, the layout is first partitioned into small blocks and the capacitance
matrix of each block is solved using standard deterministic methods, BEM for Fast-
Markov and FDM for FD-MTM. We connect the blocks by enforcing the boundary
condition on the interfaces, forming a Markov Chain containing the capacitive charac-
teristic of the layout. Capacitance of the full layout is then extracted with the random
walk method. By employing the "divide and conquer" strategy, our algorithm does
not need to assemble or solve a linear system of equations at the level of the full
layout and thus eliminates the memory problem. We also propose a modification
to the FastMarkov algorithm (FastMarkov with boundary fix) to address the block
interface issue when using the finite difference method. We implemented FastMarkov
with boundary fix in C++ and parallelized the solver with Message Passing Inter-
face. Compared with standard FD capacitance solver, our solver is able to achieve a
speedup almost linear to the number of blocks the layout is partitioned into. On top
of it, Fastl\Iarkov is easily parallelizable because the computation of the capacitance
matrix of one block is independent of other blocks and one path of random walk is
independent of other paths. Results and comparisons are presented for parallel plates
example and for a large Intel example.
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Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Technological improvements in circuit integration have made electronic interconnects
just as important as the devices they connect. Since the early stage of integrated
circuit technologies in the 1960s, the improved performance of computer systems has
been achieved, in large part, by downscaling the IC minimum feature size. This allows
transistors to operate at a higher frequency and perform more computations per sec-
ond. However, downscaling the minimum feature size also results in tighter packing of
the wires on a microprocessor, which increases parasitic capacitance and signal prop-
agation delay. It has been widely observed that the electrical performance of circuits
are limited, not by device-switching speed, but by signal propagation delay along in-
terconnects. Therefore, circuit designers require software tools that can rapidly and
accurately extract capacitances for increasingly complex circuit geometries. Many
algorithms have been derived in attempt to meet this requirement.
Standard full chip capacitance extraction algorithms rely on the computational
efficiency of 2D scanning and table look-up algorithms [1]. These algorithms trade
accuracy for computational efficiency and usually result in large errors for layouts
including complex 3D structures. It is therefore desirable to use field solvers in full
chip extraction which promise better accuracy.
In general, field solvers can be categorized into discretization-based solvers and
discretization-free solvers. Discretization-based solvers extract the capacitance by
solving large linear systems of equations. Such methods include finite difference
methods (FD) [2], finite element methods (FEM) [3] and boundary element methods
(BEM) [4]. Over the last decades significant progress has been made in improving
the computational efficiency of discretization-based methods [4, 5, 6, 7]. BEM, in
particular, is widely applied for capacitance extraction of large structures (composed
of thousands of wires) due to the development of fast algorithms which compute the
required matrix vector products in almost linear complexity [4, 5, 6, 7]. Despite such
important developments, discretization-based methods are not suitable for extract-
ing the capacitance of a full chip which involves several hundred thousand or even
millions of wires.
On the other hand, discretization-free algorithms compute the capacitance without
explicitly solving a linear system of equations. Such algorithms solve the governing
partial differential equation, i.e. the Laplace's Equation, using random walk based
techniques. The most widely applied discretization-free algorithm is the floating
random walk method (FRW) [8]. There are variants of discretization-free algorithms
such as the random walk method [9] and the walk on boundary [10]. Discretization-
free algorithms are theoretically suited for extracting the capacitance of very large
structures, e.g. a full chip, since they do not rely on assembling linear systems and
hence do not suffer from any memory limitation. However, standard discretization-
free methods suffer from a variety of disadvantages: they involve a lot of geometrical
manipulations which can be time-consuming for large layouts; they require specialized
algorithms to handle non-homogeneous dielectric structures and floating metal fill; the
estimated capacitance value typically converges slowly.
In general it is widely accepted that discretization based methods are efficient
for small and medium size structures and that discretization free methods are effi-
cient for very large structures. Recently, an algorithms [12] has been proposed to
combine the advantages of both discretization based and discretization free methods.
This algorithm relies on the idea of interpreting a given layout as a Markov Chain
and simulating such Markov Chain using Monte Carlo methods (random walks) as
proposed in [11]. As opposed to computing the Markov Transition Matrix (MTM) re-
quired for defining the transition probability between the states of the Markov chain
using FRW as in [11], the algorithm in [12] computes the MTM using BEM thus
combining both discretization based and discretization free methods. Therefore, the
algorithm in [12] avoids both solving any large linear systems of equations and doing
any geometry dependent random walks.
Unfortunately, both algorithms presented in [11, 12] are useful for extracting the
capacitances of a large number of layouts designed using motif-based methodologies.
In such methodologies the designer is restricted to assembling layouts from a set of
pre-defined blocks (motifs). However, although designers have been using pre-defined
standard cells in very large complex digital system designs, they have no control over
the wiring of the cells, or in other words, there is no pre-defined pattern for wiring.
1.2 Overview and Contributions of this Thesis
In this thesis we generalize the BEM-MTM algorithm in [12] such that it becomes
efficient for capacitance extraction of a single very-large-scale layout which is not
necessarily designed using motif-based methodologies.
First, we generalized the theory such that the algorithm can handle partitioning
through conductors. The flexibility to cut through conductors when partitioning a
layout makes it possible to use relative simple partition algorithms. The generalized
algorithm is named FastMarkov.
Second, we adapted the FastMarkov algorithm from "Boundary Element Method
(BEM) based" to "Finite Difference Method (FDM) based". This allows the algo-
rithm to handle non-uniform dielectric media which is inevitable in very-large-scale
layouts. In particular, we identified an issue with enforcing charge neutrality on the
block interface. BEM-MTM enforces charge neutrality on a flat surface whereas Finite
Difference based implementation must enforce charge neutrality on a finite volume.
To resolve this issue, we use Gauss's law for closed domains as the boundary condition
which is as accurate as the finite diffence method employed. This leads to the new
FD-MTM Algorithm. We also propose an modification to the FastMarkov algorithm
to reduce the error on block interfaces. The resulting algorithm is named FastMarkov
with Boundary Fix.
Third, we implemented the algorithm in C++ with supports for input files of cap
format. Our solver can handle layouts of Manhattan geometry and layered dielectric
media. It should be noted that our solver is based on FastMarkov with Boundary
Fix because the "fix" is relatively easy to integrate into the existing implementation,
which makes it a preferable choice given the constraint of time.
Lastly, we proposed a simple but effective parallelization scheme and implemented
it using MPI. The parallelized FastMarkov is able to achieve near linear speedup with
respect to the number of processors.
1.3 Organization of this Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 covers the relevant background on capacitance extraction as well as a
brief overview of existing techniques with their advantages and disadvantages.
The major theory and the algorithms are presented in Chapter 3. Specifically,
Section 3.1 describes the main algorithm FastMarkov; Section 3.2 identifies the issue
with enforcing boundary conditions on block interfaces in Finite Difference based
implementation. Section 3.3 describes the FD-MTM Algorithm which resolve the
boundary condition accurately. Section 3.4 describes the algorithm FastMarkov with
Boundary Fix which is Finite Difference based and employs a special treatimient to
make the boundary condition more accurate.
Chapter 4 explains some of the important implementation concerns, in particular,
the partition algorithm, the panel meshing algorithm, the FD meshing algorithm and
the boundary fix, as well as the parallelization scheme.
Our implementation is tested on two examples in Chapter 5. The parallel plates
in Section 5.1 verifies the accuracy of the solver and illustrates the existing problems
in the solver. The large example in Section 5.2 demonstrates the ability of the solver
to handle large scale problems.
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Chapter 2
Background
Chapter 2 is organized in the following way.
" Section 2.1 introduces the problem description of general capacitance extraction
in integrated circuits.
" Section 2.2 describes capacitance extraction using the Finite Difference Method.
* Section 2.3 describes capacitance extraction using the Boundary Element Method.
" Section 2.4 describes capacitance extraction using the Floating Random Walk
(FRM) method.
2.1 Problem Setup
For any capacitance extraction problem, the integrated circuit must first be decom-
posed into a set of objects with idealized electrical properties. In general, conductive
components made of metals are modeled as perfect conductors whereas various insu-
lating layers are modeled as dielectrics of different permittivities.
For a layout with Nc conductors, the off-diagonal elements Ci( # j) of the
capacitance matrix C are defined by
Ne
qi = 1 Cjs (@ci - Ocj) (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nc) (2.1)
j=1
where Vbci,. -,cN and q, . , c denote the potentials and charges of the Ne con-
ductors. Holding #ck (k # i) at 1 volt and grounding all other conductors reduce
Equation 2.1 to
qj = -Cik (2.2)
The boundary condition at the interface between a dielectric and a perfect con-
ductor (Fig. 2-1) is,
n - D = ps (2.3)
where n is the unit normal vector pointing from the interior of the conductor to the
exterior, D is the electric displacement field at the interface, and p, is the surface
charge density on the conductor.
dielectrics
D
Figure 2-1: Dielectric to perfect conductor interface. Normal direction points from
interior of the conductor to the exterior.
Assuming the dielectric media is linear isotropic with instantaneous response to
changes in the electric field, then by definition we have,
D = cE (2.4)
where c = cr6o is the permittivity and E the electric field.
In electrostatics, the electric field E is determined by the gradient of the electric
potential #:
E = -V@O (2.5)
Plugging equations 2.3 2.4 and 2.5 into equation 2.2 yields,
Cik qi=-- pdS
= -
n -D dS
-
I c n- E dS
=rc c n - VVdS
1I , dS (2.6)
rci On
where Fc. is the surface of the ith conductor and 2 the normal derivative of potential.
In the following three sections we describe how equation 2.6 is solved in Fi-
nite Difference (discretization-based differential equation method), Boundary Element
Method (discretization-based integral equation method), and Floating Random Walk
(non discretization-based stochastic method).
2.2 Capacitance Extraction with Finite Difference
Method (FDM)
In Finite Difference, equation 2.6 is solved by first computing the electric potential #
for the entire domain and then approximating ± at conductor surface. The governing
equation of 0 is the Laplace equation with problem domain extending to infinity.
However, the infinite domain is always truncated in practice (Fig. 2-2). Potential
on the truncated boundary can usually be approximated to be zero if the truncated
boundary is reasonably far away from all conductors.
Let FR be the truncated boundary and Fc, the bondary of the kth conductor,
then the boundary of the problem is r = F I U (UN_ F) with N, being the total
number of conductors. Q is the closed domain defined by F. Electric potential @ in
Q can be obtained by solving the following Dirichlet Boundary Condition problem.
V 2V(x) = 0 x E Q,
V)(x) =I XECk 17(2.7)
O(x) = 0 x E Fc, (i # k),
0(x) = 0 X E B-
To solve equation 2.7 with Finite Difference we must discretize domain Q as is
shown in Fig. 2-2. For each grid point of the discretization, and the Laplace equa-
tion can be approximated with a finite difference equation. Assuming the domain is
discretized uniformly, then a 2D Central Difference Formula yields,
V~'1 i i ' ',0_ '2j - V~ j Vi I -i hj __V', -Vh,j 1
AX A AX + AY A Ay = 0
1 1
- (@i+ i - 2V@1.i + Oi-1,) + ("h,+I - 2@ij + 'Oij _ 1) = 0
- Vi+1, + 4~+1 - 4@,y + '/i-1, + -1 = 0 (2.8)
Writing equation 2.8 for each grid point and rearranging the equations in matrix
form yield,
Ab = b (2.9)
where A is the finite difference matrix, 0 the vector of unknown potentials in the
domain, and b the vector containing information of boundary condition. Solving
equation 2.9 gives the potentials on every grid point in the domain.
Suppose the surface of conductor i (i # k) is discretized into NC, panels, then
capacitance can be found by approximating equation 2.6 by
Cik= N dS ~ ( e, A (I # k) (2.10)
j=1
where E is the permittivity of the media adjacent to panel j, A3 is the area of panel
j, and O. is the approximation of the normal derivative of potential on panel j.
Truncated
Boundary FB
Conductor 1, Boundary Fci
Conductor 2, Boundary Fc,
Figure 2-2: Domain Truncation in Capacitance Extraction with FDM. Potential on
the truncated boundary FB is assumed to be zero. The truncated boundary and
all conductor boundaries constitutes the boundary of the problem, i.e., F = PB U
(UN1rc,). Q is the closed domain defined by r. Electric potential in Q satisfies the
Laplace equation, V 2V)(x) = 0, (x E Q).
For 3D capacitance extraction using FDM, the number of unknowns n grow cu-
bically with the characteristic size / of the problem, n = 0(la). The system matrix A
is a n x n band-limited matrix with bandwidth k = 0(12).
The computational cost of solving equation 2.9 with sparse Gaussian Elimination
is in the order of O(k3 ) 0(1), but it needs to be done only once for the problem
because modifying boundary condition only affects the right hand side b. So the total
cost of computing the full capacitance matrix is 0(1).
If solving equation 2.9 with the Generalized Conjugate Residual (GCR) method,
the cost for each right hand side is O(kn) = O(l). So the total cost for computing
the full capacitance matrix is O(Nel5 ) with Nc being the number of conductors.
For a processor than can perform 109 operations per second, it takes about 3,170
years to compute the capacitance matrix of a layout with I = 10' using GCR method.
Obviously, circuit designers need faster tools.
2.3 Capacitance Extraction with Boundary Ele-
ment Method (BEM)
For capacitance extraction with Boundary Element Method (BEM), the infinite do-
main needs not be truncated because only the surfaces of conductors are discretized
(Fig. 2-3). Instead of solving for @ in the domain and approximating a, BEM solves
for a directly.
extend to
infinity
Conductor 1, Boundary Fci
Conductor 2, Boundary Fc2
Figure 2-3: BEM discretizes only the boundary F of the problem. For capacitance
extraction F = U iNcFC, where rc, is the surface of conductor i and Nc the number of
conductors.
For ease of presentation, we assume the media is uniform with permittivity e.
Start from the integral equation formulation for 3D Dirichlet Problem
1 00b(X') dS, = 27rr(x) + PV a 'PX) dS'
r Ix - x' I an Jr an' |x - x1|| (2.11)
where F is the union of all conductor surfaces, i.e., 1 = UbiFc, where Fc, is the
surface of conductor i and Nc the number of conductors. frv refers to the principle
value integration.
Suppose the surface F is discretized and approximated with a set of N, flat pan-
els, i.e. F = UN='P. Both the potential 4' and its normal derivative 2 are dis-
cretized using piecewise constant basis functions supported on these panels. Suppose
x 1 , X2, . - - , XNp are the evaluation points on corresponding panels. With collocation
testing on x 1 , x 2 , .. . , XNp, a linear system of equations is obtained:
MI' = (27rl[ + MN) i (2.12)
p2 lX2x H
P2 IxNp-x'
... f 1 dS'PNp 1x
... fpN p 1221 X'11 dS'
fpH1 l dS'
Np |x -x
(aV(x1) Oeb(x2)
On On (2.14)
/Pv , 1 dS' fPv aX1 dS' Pv a I dS'JP ln' |xi -x| IIP2 Bn'x - ''' JPNp an xi-x7
MN a 1 d&Y fPV 12'I dS' ... fj 0~ 1~2 q -dS'
fPv xNp -x dS' fPV 1 dS' P x 1 d
(2.15)
of which
f 1 , dS'M = Pi fl x2-xII l
\fixpl -xI dS'
(2.13)
0(xNp)
On )
r= r(OX1) Or(X2) ... r(XN) (2.16)
Solving equation 2.12 for boundary conditions c, =c 1 and #c, = 0 (i # k) gives
', with which equation 2.6 can be solved for each i.
2.4 Capacitance Extraction with Floating Random
Walk (FRW)
The Floating Random Walk (FRW) algorithm [8] is a stochastic algorithm for solving
the Laplace equation with Dirichlet Boundary Conditions. The FRW, in its original
form, works for layouts with uniform media. It starts with the observation that, in 2D,
the electric potential at point r inside a uniform square domain Q can be expressed
by the potential on the boundary of the square S1 in the following form,
(r) = G1(r(1 r) , (r())dr(1), (r E Q) (2.17)
where G1 (r(1 ) r) is a r-dependent function defined on rl E S1. It is proved that
G1 (r(1)jr) satisfies the following two conditions,
1.
Vr E Q, Vr(1) E Si, GI(r(1 Ir) > 0; (2.18)
2.
Vr E Q, J Gi(rN1 Ijr) dr) = 1. (2.19)
Therefore G1 (r(') r) can be seen as a probability density function.
Suppose a square S2(r(')) centered at rul) is defined for all r(') E Si, then equation
2.17 can be expanded as
(r) =
J Si
This process, if repeated indefinitely as is shown in Fig. 2-4, yields the following
equation
O(r) =
JS2(r(1))
(2.20)
1),r(n 2),(n1) (n2)
(2.21)
S1
r,.. .r r)dr (n)
Figure 2-4: The potential at a point inside the square domain can be expressed as an
integral of the boundary potential.
For a layout containing N conductors, to compute the capacitance Cik, we set
conductor k at unit potential and ground all other conductors. Let So be the Gaussian
G1(rNir) $)(rmi) drol
GI~r')I) drl)JS2 (r(1)) G2 (r () rNl, r) 
@)(r ()) dr (2
G2(r (2|1rml, r) dr (2Gi(r(i)jr) dr(i)
boundary surrounding conductor i, then Gauss's law permits us to write
Cik = - qi = - ISOe E (r(0)) -n (r(0 )) dr(0)
c ____r )0 () r (0 ))a n (ry+S n (r(0 )) drM )
For each point r"0) E So, let S1 (r(0)) be the boundary of the largest possible square
centered at r"0 ) containing no conductors. Equation 2.22 can be rewritten as,
(8b(r( 0)) n(r(0)) + 0(r(0))
Dx Dy
= ISO s(r(0 )) drM0 ) 1f (r(O))
where w(r(1) r( 0)) is a weighting function defined as
- nr(0)) dr(0)
(2.23)
s(r(0))G(r(1) r(0))
DG(r(1 |r(0)) n(r(0 )){ x DG(r(1) r(0))Dy
s(r(0)) is a uniform sampling function of So.
In order to compute equation 2.23, we begin by splitting Sj(r(0)) into two parts,
Sn (r( 0)) the potential on which is known (the part of S1 (r(0 )) that overlaps with
conductor boundaries), and S'(r(0)) the potential on which is unknown. The potential
on Sll(r(0 )), although unknown, can be replaced with the help of equation 2.17, i.e.,
Cik = S(r(0)) dr()
JfSj1(r(O))
+ s"(r()) w(r(1) Ir(0)) G(rl) r(0)) drl 1 (r(),r(O)) )<(r(2 )) dr (2)
(2.25)
Again, we split S2(r('), r(0)) into two parts and replace the unknown potential with
the aid of equation 2.17. This process, if repeated indefinitely, yields an infinite sum
_ SO (2.22)
n(r(o))
(2.24)
Cik 
= S
w(rNi) r M) G(r2|) r M) @p(rNl) drN )
w17(r |r1) 1r()
w (r (11r (0)) G (r(1 1r (0) V@(r (1) dr (1
G(r (2) rml, r M)
of nested integrals:
Cik j s(r(0)) dr(0 ) {
/ w(r(1 )fr(0)) G(r(1 ) r(0)) @P(r()) drul)
+ w(r(1 ) r(0)) G(r(1) Ir(0)) dr 1 ) {
JS (r(0))
/5 rl,() G(r (2)|ru), r(03)#7(r () dr ()
+ fG(r()r), r(0)) dr {
2SY (r(1),r(3))
I G(r|(3) Ir(2), ... r(0 )(r (3) dr(3 )S3 (r(2),r1,()
+ fS",( (2) (0 G(r(3) Ir 2 , . . . r(0 ))dr(3)
.. . (2.26)
Equation 2.26 is computed using Monte Carlo integration by choosing one quadra-
ture point for each integral based on the distribution defined by G(r(1)Ir(0)), G(r (2 )1r(), r(0)),
... . except for the first step which is defined by s(r(0 )). Each path is weighted by
w(r(1)Ir(0)). A typical path is illustrated in Fig. 2-5. The final capacitance value is
computed by averaging the contributions of all the A paths.
1Al
Cik= Y w1t3 (2.27)
m=1
where wm, is the weight of the nth path and @m the potential of the conductor on
which the mth path terminates.
The FRW algorithm has two significant advantages over FDM and BEM. First,
FRW requires modest memory usage. The major memory usage is for storing the
geometrical information of the layout which is usually no more than 100 MB. An-
other advantage is that the algorithm is embarrassingly parallelizable. One path is
completely independent of another. This allows effective parallelization and linear
speedup with the number of processors used. The disadvantage is that FRW requires
a significant amount of geometry processing which can be time-consuming for large
scale layout.
n
Gaussiani
Surface I
First point chosen
on the Gaussian
Surface
Only one path demonstrated
Si+1
Description of transition
domain notation
Figure 2-5: A FRW path from conductor i to conductor k [13]
Chapter 3
The Algorithms
In this chapter we will discuss the major theoretical work of this thesis. Section 3.1
introduces the complete FastMarkov algorithm. In Section 3.2 we identify an issue
on enforcing charge neutral condition at block interfaces in Finite-Difference-based
implementation. A solution to the issue is described in Section 3.3 and the corre-
sponding FD-MTM Algorithm is given in the end. We also present in Section 3.4 an
modification to FastMarkov algorithm that reduces the error from the issue on the
interface. The modified algorithm is named FastMarkov with Boundary Fix.
3.1 The FastMarkov Algorithm
3.1.1 Partitioning the Layout into Blocks
A few technical terms will be defined in this section to ease the description of the
problem.
Definition 1. The computation domain of an extraction problem is the region where
we will solve for the quantity of interest (the electric potential in this case).
In capacitance extraction problem, the computation domain is usually defined
larger than the size of the layout (Fig.3-1). The potential on the boundary of the
computation domain is set to 0 to simulate the boundary condition at infinity. Poten-
tials on the computation domain and all conductors constitute the Dirichlet boundary
conditions of the problem.
-i
------ 4
L - - - - - - - -
I I
-i
C2
Layout
Computation Domain T=0
Figure 3-1: Extended domain of computation. Potential on the boundary of the
computation domain is set to 0. The entire computation domain is partitioned into
9 blocks by the red dash line.
Solving the entire domain directly using discretization based methods is prohibited
by the enormous need of memory and computational costs. Instead we partition the
computation domain into a number of smaller non-overlapping blocks and solve the
problem hierarchically.
To keep track of the blocks, each of them is given a unique global index k E
{1, 2, .. . , Nbaock} with Nblock being the total number of blocks.
Partitioning of the domain can be flexible, because the algorithm proposed allows
cutting through conductors (Subsection 3.1.4 describes in detail the situation when a
conductor is partitioned into multiple blocks). However, the following two situations,
although they could be handled by more elaborate algorithms, in practice they should
be avoided (Fig. 3-2) in order to be able to employ correctly and accurately a simpler
to implement and more efficient algorithm:
" We should avoid exact overlap between a block boundary and a
terface.
" We should avoid exact overlap between a block boundary and
surface.
dielectric in-
a conductor
Figure 3-2: Partition Rules. A) Cutting through conductors is allowed. B) Exact
overlap between the block boundary and a dielectric interface is not allowed. C)
Exact overlap between the block boundary and a conductor surface is not allowed.
The partition algorithm employed in the implementation is described in more
detail in Section 4.1.
3.1.2 Computing Local Interactions within Block
In our hierarchical algorithm, the local interactions within each block are captured by
computing a Markov Transition Matrix (MTM), which is derived from the capacitance
matrix of the block. This capacitance matrix can be computed using any available
numerical method such as BEM, FDM, FRW etc.
A
4
Conductors
I
The capacitance matrix, which we want to compute, represents the self and mutual
capacitances of the conductors inside the block and the block boundary. The potential
on the problem boundary is nonuniform so we approximate such potential using
piecewise constant basis functions supported on rectangular panels. Such panels are
not necessarily aligned with the BEM panels. To be consistent with the theory of
Markov Chain, each of the panels on the boundary is a boundary state. One single
conductor is one conductor state because its surface is always equal-potential. The
capacitance matrix of a block i should have the following form,
= Ccc Ccb (3.1)
where Ccc represents the capacitance between conductor states inside block i, Cbc the
capacitance between conductor states and boundary states, and Cbb the capacitance
between boundary states.
C can be obtained by combining the capacitance between FD grid nodes.
C = lITCFDP (3.2)
where CFD is the capacitance matrix between the FD grid nodes. This matrix repre-
sents the capacitance between the conductors in the block and all the nodes defining
the boundary of the block. Matrices I and P are rectangular and represent the com-
bination of the FD grid nodes into states.
The relation between charges and potentials of the states is given as follows:
N
gi = ey~y(3.3)
j=1
where qj is the charge at state i, @j is the potential at state j and Cij is the capacitance
between states i and j. Notice that $3 is the absolute potential of state j relative to
infinity. Equation 3.3 can be re-written as
N
fiCri - qi- ( ci2J'p (3.4)
j= 1 ,iJ7
Equation (3.4) can be written in matrix form
diag{C} 1 - q = -ACb (3.5)
where diag {C} is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are equal to those of C
and AC = C - diag {C}.
Theorem 1. The matrix - (diag{C}) 1 AC is a Markov Transition Matrix, in which
the element i, j represents the probability of moving from the state i to the state j
inside of or on the boundary of the block.
Proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [12].
3.1.3 Resolving the Global Interactions
Following the computation of the capacitance matrix of each block, the entire layout
is represented as a large network of capacitances (see Fig. 3-3). Such network includes
capacitance between conductors C, capacitances between conductors and boundary
of blocks Ceb and capacitance between block boundaries Cbb:
C = CC c (3.6)
(Ccl Cbb
This large network of capacitances must be reduced to a simple network of capac-
itances between just the conductors. A variety of capacitance reduction algorithms
have been proposed in literature [14, 15, 16]. Unfortunately all of them rely in some
form or the other on linear systems of equations. As mentioned before, such manipu-
lations are practically impossible for the case of full chip extraction. Instead, we will
Figure 3-3: The capacitance networks that represents the entire layout.
do the capacitance reduction (resolve the global interactions) using random walks.
It should be noted that random walk based algorithms have been previously applied
to passive resistance and capacitance networks, which are used to model and analyze
power grids [17, 18, 19].
Two different boundary conditions must be satisfised at the boundary between
two adjacent blocks, namely, the continuity of the potential, and the continuity of the
displacement field D. In the circuit representation, such conditions are equivalent to
Kirchhoff's voltage and current law respectively. In the following we will demonstrate
that the resulting circuit can be interpreted as a Markov Chain and that the nodes
of the circuits are the states of the chain.
Notice that by construction each state on the interface of blocks belongs to at most
two blocks. Writing equation 3.4 at two neighboring blocks (Fig. 3-4), and summing
the resulting expressions we obtain:
,() )+ +() ± 2)C + q 2)
N N
.- 
Z C)$ - 2) (3.7)
j=1,joi j=1Ai
Conductor , j'X 0
surface is a
termination V
node
V (1) (2) 2)Vf
V(1) =V2i i1
Figure 3-4: Boundary conditions at the interface of neighboring blocks. At boundary
state i the boundary conditions are satisfied by combining the capacitance networks
of both blocks. [12]
where the superscripts (1) and (2) refer to local quantities of the first and of the second
block, respectively. We have assumed without loss of generality that the common
interface state is given the local index i in both neighboring blocks. Imposing at the
boundary state i the following boundary conditions:
(1) __ (2) (g) (B.C. 1)
(B.C. 2)
we obtain
N
C) c + C2)) -- C -
1, g
N
j=1,jgi
(3.8)
which leads to
0) N _ (1)
- 2 Iv (3.9)ij ~ 2
Equation 3.9 should be understood in a more general (electrical circuits) context.
The potential i 4,jg) is a weighted sum of the potential of all the nodes in the network
of the full layout which are connected to the node i. The weights are the ratio of the
q M + q ()=0
capacitance on the link from i to j to the total capacitance connected to node i.
Ni ( g)
i C(3.10)
where C ) C + C and the summation is over all the Ni points that are con-
nected to point i in the global network, i.e. after connecting the blocks. The weights
c) , which represent the contribution of the potential at j to the potential at i, are
interpreted as the probability of making a transition from state i to state j. Con-
sequently, such a network of capacitances can be interpreted as a Markov Chain.
Such network can be easily simulated using Monte Carlo methods (e.g. random
walks) [17, 18, 19, 11].
To extract the capacitance between conductor I and conductor J (corresponding
to the states i and j in the global network) we use equation 3.4. In the equation the
total charge on conductor I is given by
N c
qi = Cii O' - C_!ij 1 (3.11)
j=1,j i
The first term of equation 3.11 is computed analytically. In general such term is
zero when computing mutual capacitance between conductors I and J and is 1 when
computing the self capacitance of conductor I. The second term is computed using
random walk. As mentioned before the terms f represents the probability of
making a transition from the starting state i to some other state j inside or on
the boundary of the same block. Consequently, the summation can be computed
by choosing a point on the block boundary or on a conductor surface based on the
probabilities -. If the chosen point is on a conductor surface with prescribedCi
potential @1 , then the path is assigned the random variable -Cis 0 and is terminated.
Otherwise, the chosen point is on the boundary of the block, and the path needs to
be completed until reaching a conductor anywhere in the layout. This is achieved
by using equation 3.10, where the weighting functions wij = are interpreted as
the probability of making a transition from the state i to the state j in the global
Figure 3-5: Two possible paths from conductor state I. The first terminates on
conductor I itself. The second terminates on conductor J in another block.
network. In more details, a random number r is drawn from a uniform distribution
between 0 and 1. The point j is chosen such that Ef-_ike <rand Ef1 wi > r. If
point j is on a conductor surface then the random variable -Cii (see second term of
equation 3.11) is assigned to the path and the path is terminated. Figure 3-5 shows
two different possible paths.
The process of generating paths is then repeated a large number of times. The
unknown charge qj is finally computed using qj = Cii - CesE [4'], where E [] is the
expectation operator. The capacitance between conductors represented by the states
i and j is therefore computed using:
C(J, J) = Cjj - c # of paths from I to J
total # paths starting from I
Important Note. Since in the capacitance extraction setup only one conductor
is assigned a non-zero potential at a time, only paths terminating at that particular
conductor will have a non-zero contribution to the random variables. Consequently,
the capacitance from conductor I to all other conductors can be computed simulta-
neously.
3.1.4 When a Conductor is Partitioned into Multiple Blocks
C,, = C11, + C + C
Figure 3-6: Conductor I is partitioned into three blocks. The capacitance between
one part of conductor I and conductor J (C , C 2 ,J, and C 3 ,) can be computed
using equation 3.12. The total capacitance between conductor I and J is the sum of
the three components.
Suppose conductor I is partitioned into M blocks. Setting the potential on con-
ductor J (J , I) to be 1 and that on conductor I to be 0 then we have,
M
cI,J 
- -- m
m=1
M
=1
(3.13)
where q1 is the charge on the part of conductor I that is in the mth block, and
Cl,, is the capacitance between the part of conductor I that is in the mth block and
conductor J. Similar to equation 3.12, Cirm can be computed using
l Jm) = %nIj -(m) # of paths from I in the ith block to Ji' " J " total # paths starting from I in the mth block (3.14)
where the superscript (v) refers to quantities corresponding to the imth block.
Equation 3.13 means that the total capacitance between I and J is the sum of
the capacitance between each part of I and J.
3.1.5 The Algorithm
Algorithm 3.1 summarizes our algorithm for computing the coupling capacitances
between conductor I and all other conductors, i.e., the Ith row of the capacitance
matrix of a layout.
Algorithm 3.1 The Generic FastMarkov Algorithm
1: partition the layout into N blocks
2: for each block i do
3: compute the Markov Transition Matrix for block i
4: end for
5: set the Ith row of capacitance matrix C(I,:) = 0
6: for each block i that contains part of conductor I do
7: repeat
8: start from the state i representing the target conductor I in block m.
9: make a step from state i according to the second term of equation 3.11
10: if reached a state on the interface between blocks then
11: repeat
12: make a transition using the capacitance matrices of both blocks defining
the interface (see equation 3.10)
13: until a conductor state or a layout boundary is reached
14: end if
15: if terminated on a conductor then
16: add -C to capacitance C(I,,,, L), where L is the index of the terminating
conductor
17: else {terminated on configuration boundary}
18: add -C to stray capacitance C(I, 1 , I,)
19: end if
20: until convergence achieved
21: update self capacitance C(I,,, I) = Ci
22: end for
23: C(I,:) = C(I,:) + C(Im, :)
3.2 The Boundary Condition on Block Interface
In the previous section we have introduced the FastMarkov algorithm which com-
putes the capacitance matrices using Boundary Element Method. In this section we
shall discuss the difference in boundary conditions that need to be imposed on block
interface between Boundary-Element-based realization and Finite Difference-based
realization.
As is described in Section 3.1.1, the partition algorithm always avoids any exact
overlap between a block boundary and a dielectric interface as well as that between a
block boundary and a conductor surface. Therefore, the media immediately on both
side of a block interface is the same by construction. This is assumed throughout this
section.
3.2.1 BEM and the Continuity of the Displacement Field
interface D,panels
Di
A
D=D A A
D1 .-n1+D 2 02 =0
Figure 3-7: The electric displacement field is continuous at the block interface, D1 =
D 2. The surface normal vectors fi1 and fi2 point in opposite directions.
The electric displacement field should be continuous at the block interface because
the media is continuous across the interface. As is shown in Fig. 3-7, the surface
normal vectors i and i 2 of the two blocks point to opposite directions, therefore the
normal component of displacement field switches sign across the interface, i.e.,
D1 - i = -D 2 - n2. (3.15)
In Section 3.1.3 we enforce the charge neutral condition qi + q2 = 0 (see Fig. 3-4)
on the boundary interface. With BEM, the charge on a boundary panel is computed
as
q (D ii) Apanci (3.16)
where D is the electric displacement field on the panel, fn the unit normal vector of
the panel, and Apanel the area of the panel.
Plugging equation 3.16 into the charge neutral condition, we have
q1 + q2 = 0
- (Di - i) Apanci + (D 2 n2 ) Apanci = 0
S D 1 - i + D 2 - i2 = 0 (3.17)
This means enforcing the charge neutral condition is equivalent to enforcing the con-
tinuity of normal displacement field, which is correct boundary condition for the
problem.
3.2.2 FDM and the Gauss's Law
Unlike in Boundary Element Method, more caution is required to correctly impose the
charge neutral condition on boundary interface when using Finite Difference Method.
Figure 3-8 gives an example of the Finite Difference grids at the block interface.
As is explained in Section 2.2, the displacement field is usually approximated with the
difference quotient of the potential. For block 1 in the figure, the normal displacement
AyAx
1 12
Figure 3-8: Finite Difference grids at the block interface.
field at grid (i,j) DW(i, j) is approximated as,
D 7(i, j) = El 1 (i,j) ~ (3.18)
n Ax
Similar for D 2 (i, j) of block 2,
.~)ij . .E2 (ij . (i, j) - @b(i + 1,.j)D1 )()z, ) = (2~)(z't, j ) A ek( . (3.19)Ax
Plugging the above two equations directly into equation 3.15 yields
D')(ij) + D (2)(i,j) = 0
() - + - j @(i, j - 1( + 1
-> 2@(ij) - 0(i - 1,j) - $)(i + 1,j) = 0 (3.20)
However, it must be pointed out that equation 3.20 is NOT the correct boundary
condition. To see this we need only remind ourselves that the block boundary is
imaginary and the media is actually continuous across the interface, therefore the
potential at (i. j) should also satisfy the discrete Laplace's equation (see equation 2.8),
i.e.,
4@(i, j) - @(i + 1, j) - P(I ) - (i,j + 1) - V(i,j - 1) = 0 (3.21)
Comparing with equation 3.21, we can see that equation 3.20 is missing the contri-
butions from (i,j + 1) and (i,j - 1).
The way to understand this difference on the boundary is that, in BEM the
charge neutral condition is imposed on a surface with 0 thickness while in FDM it is
imposed for a finite volume (see the square in blue dash line in Fig. 3-8). What we
compute using equation 3.18 and 3.19 are, more accurately speaking, D(i - 1, j) and
D(i + , j). Writing the charge neutral condition for the finite volume with Gauss's
Law, we have
-1D1,(i - -,2 j)Ay + D,(i+ -,j)Ay + D,(i,j -)Ax + D,(i,j +2 2
1
2)AX2 =0
J(i,j) - @(i - 1 , y~ j@(i, j) - A(i + 1j)
Ax Ax
+~)ii C/(. - Ax + C. V ,+ 1)Ax
Ay
S[2 (i, j)
LAy LAy
- $K(i - 1, j) - (i + 1,j)]
Ax
+ [20(i, j) - V(i, j - 1) - (i, j + 1)]Ay =0
(3.22)
If Ax = Ay, the above equation reduces to
4V(i, j) - @(i - 1,j) - 0(i+ 1, j) - O(i,j + 1) - @(i,j - 1) = 0 (3.23)
which is the same as equation 3.21.
Now we have proved that equation 3.20 is not the correct boundary condition
under Finite-Difference-based implementation, we can no longer use equations 3.9
and 3.10 to compute the transition probabilities on the interface if we want to imple-
ment the algorithm in Finite Difference. In the following section 3.3 we present an
new algorithm similar to FastMarkov but is Finite Difference based. Furthermore,
section 3.4 introduces a modification to the FastMarkov that is an approximate but
relatively computationally easier solution to the problem.
3.3 The FD-MTM Algorithm
In this section we introduce an accurate way to compute the transition probabilities
of interface states in Finite Difference based implementation, the FD-MTM Algorithm.
Consider the 2D Laplace's equation on a closed domain subject to the Dirichlet
boundary condition . For ease of presentation we assume the domain is of uniform
media. Solving the potentials inside the domain using Finite Difference involves
discretizing the domain and writing the finite difference equation for each internal
grid point (Fig.3-9).
Using the 2nd order central difference formula, the discrete Laplace's equation can
be written in the following form,
OX + 2
(tij- Oi)Ai1- (l/ij - '-j)ZX
(Axi±1 + Axi)/2
+ -(V'~ .j± - V~j~ji- Vij- ij& y(Ay3+ 1 + Ay3)/ 2
=0 (3.24)
Arranging the equations into matrix form,
All A12 (z )= z (3.25)
0 it i potBC l aOBC t
where ip, is the vector of unknown internal potentials and @BC the vector of known
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Figure 3-9: Discretization of a square domain using Finite Difference scheme. The do-
main is of uniform dielectric media except the two conductors represented by brown
rectangles. Red dots represent internal grid points whose potentials are unknown.
Black dots represent boundary points whose potentials are given under Dirichlet
Boundary Conditions. Note that each conductor is an equipotential body, so the
potential of a conductor is represented by one variable only, in this case bci for con-
ductor 1 and 4'c2 for conductor 2. Potentials on the layout boundary are numbered
counter-clockwise as $1, / 2 , ... , '18.
boundary conditions. #bBC is composed of two parts, potentials on conductors, #c,
and potentials on the boundary of the block, #bB, i.e. IBC = ("PC; B). For the
example shown in Fig.3-9, #c = (Oc, 4c2)" and "B = (41, V2, .. . , 018)1'. The first
row of the system matrix (All, A12) is obtained by writing Eqn.3.24 for each internal
point. Expanding Eqn.3.24 gives us,
(3.26)Anj~b = -A121PBC
Solving the above equation yields
#P1 = PPBC (3.27)
where P is a N, x NBC matrix with Nr being the length of Oj and NBC the length
of paBc-
Theorem 2. The matrix P can be seen as a Markov Transition Matrix, the element i,j
of which represents the probability of moving from the internal state i to the boundary
state or conductor state j.
Proof of Theorem 2. In order to prove P is a valid Markov Transition Matrix we need
to show that it satisfies the following two properties:
" All elements are strictly non-negative.
" Each row sums to 1.
Consider the situation when the ith element of @sc is 1 and every other element
is 0, then 0, is equal to the ith column of P. Based on the Maximum Principle
of harmonic functions which says the maximum and minimum values of harmonic
functions can only occur on the boundary, all elements of 01 are bounded between
0 and 1, in other words all the elements of the ith column of P are non-negative.
By applying the same argument to each column of P we prove all elements of P are
non-negative.
If all elements of 4 c are equal to 1, then by the same Maximum Principle, the
potential at any internal point should also be equal to 1, which implies,
NBC NBc
- S Pi,k4PBC(k) Pik 1 (i = 1 .. , NI) (3.28)
k=1 k=1
i.e. each row of P sums to 1. E
3.3.1 Resolving the Global Interactions
As is shown in Fig. 3-10, points on the block interface (red dash line) are internal
points of the combined block (blue box). With Theorem 2, the transition probabilities
of these points can be obtained by solving the Laplace's equation for the combined
block. Let ab) be the potential on the interface of block a and block b, and '(ab)
the potential on the boundary of the combined block (a,b) and the conductors inside
the combined block. We have,
"''= P(a'b)P(ab) (3.29)
For the kth state on the interface,
Nbc
(akb) =k) p(ab) (k, l)0 (alb) (3.30)
1=1
where p(a.b) (k, 1) is the probability of the path moving from the kth state on the
interface to the lth state on the boundary or a conductor.
3.3.2 The Algorithm
For a layout of characteristic size / (intuitively speaking I can be understood as the
number of FD grid lines that is needed to accurately represent the feature of the layout
in a certain dimension), the complexity to compute its capacitance matrix is on the
order of O(Nel5 ) using Finite Difference with Generalized Conjugate Residual method
(see Section 2.2). Suppose the entire layout is partitioned into K sections in each di-
rection, there will a total of K3 blocks and 3(K - 1) K 2 block interfaces. The complex-
ity of computing the capacitance matrix (see Eq.3.1) for all blocks is approximately of
o (K3 (_/)5  0(15/K12). In addition, the complexity of computing the transition
matrix (see Eq.3.29) of all the interfaces is of 0 (3(K - 1)K2 () = 0 (2415 /K 2 )
Because the capacitive reaction is intrinsically local, paths are likely to terminate
within a few steps. The computational cost of generating the walks is relatively lit-
Combined block
Figure 3-10: The transition probabilities of a state on the block interface (the red
dot) can be obtained by solving the Laplace's equation for the two neighboring blocks
combined (the blue box).
tle compared to that of computing the matrices, which is also demonstrated by the
experimental results in Chapter 5. In total, the complexity of computing the capaci-
tance matrix using FD-MTM with Resolved Boundary is on the order of 0 (15/K 2).
If the layout is partitioned into 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000 blocks, the speedup compared
to Finite Difference is on the order of 100.
What's worth mentioning is that the FD-MTM algorithm is embarassingly par-
allelizable. After the input file is parsed and the layout is partitioned into blocks,
the computation of capacitance metrices is independent from block to block, so is the
computation of the transition matrices from interface to interface. Parallelization of
these steps will gain almost linear speedup to the number of processors. Therefore,
the theoretical speedup of parallel FD-MTM compared to Finite Difference is on the
order of O(NrocK 2 ) with Nproc being the number of processors employed.
Algorithm 3.2 The FD-MTM Algorithm
1: partition the layout into N blocks
2: for each block i do
3: compute the Markov Transition Matrix for block i
4: end for
5: for each block interface (a,b) do
6: compute the transition probability matrix P(ab) as in Eq. 3.29
7: end for
8: set the Ith row of capacitance matrix C(1,:) = 0
9: for each block m that contains part of conductor I do
10: repeat
11: start from the state i representing the target conductor I in block mit.
12: make a step from state i according to the second term of equation 3.11
13: if reached a state on the interface between blocks then
14: repeat
15: make a transition using the transition probability matrix of that interface
(see Eq.3.29)
16: until a conductor state or a layout boundary is reached
17: end if
18: if terminated on a conductor then
19: add -Cii to capacitance C(],m, L), where L is the index of the terminating
conductor
20: else {terminated on configuration boundary}
21: add -C, to stray capacitance C(m, m)
22: end if
23: until convergence achieved
24: update self capacitance C(Im, 1) = Cii
25: end for
26: C(I,:) = C(I,:) + C(Im, :)
3.4 FastMarkov with Boundary Fix
As we have discussed in Section 3.2, the correct boundary condition for block interface
is Eq. 3.22 while FastMarkov imposes Eq. 3.20, which brings errors to the algorithm.
However, by making A << 1, Eq. 3.22 becomes
2@(i, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A j)-2i-1 ) (+,j [2@,(i, j) - O(i, j - 1) - Oij + 1)] ~ 0
(3.31)
which means Eq. 3.20 is an approximation of Eq. 3.22 when << 1.
As is shown in Fig. 3-11, we can modify the Finite Difference meshing algorithm
z Ij
JY
ratio * mim{ min xM mn i}
Figure 3-11: Add an extra layer of grids close to the block surface.
to add an extra layer of grids to each block surface. If the depth of the layer is
chosen properly then equation 3.20 becomes an acceptable approximation of equa-
tion 3.22. By making this approximation, we can use Finite Difference to compute
the capacitance matrices in FastMarkov.
It should be noted that our solver is based on this algorithm. The implementation
of the boundary fix is presented in Section 4.3, and the effects of the fix is described
in detail in Section 5.1.
Block 1 Block 2
Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 The Partition Algorithm
In this chapter we will describe the important topics in the implementation of our
solver. The solver is based on the FastMarkov with Boundary Fix algorithm.
The partition algorithm used in the solver needs to satisfy the following require-
ments.
1. Must avoid exact overlap between the block boundary and a dielectric interface
in order for the algorithm to generate correct results.
2. Must avoid exact overlap between the block boundary and a conductor surface
to make sure all block interfaces have the same media immediately adjacent to
both sides.
3. The resulting blocks should be of relatively uniform size. This will ease the load
distribution for the parallel solver.
4. The partition algorithm must work compatibly with the FD meshing algorithm
and the panel meshing algorithm to avoid abrupt changes in the size of the FD
voxels and the interface panels.
We will use the 2D example in Fig. 4-1 to illustrate how our algorithm partitions
the layout in one direction (the x-direction in this case). Generalizing the algorithm
to 3D is straightforward.
0 4 20 24
Figure 4-1: Two 16x1
domain
parallel plates placed symmetrically in the center of a 24x5
Suppose the user want to divide the layout into Nx = 6 parts along the x-direction.
The average length of each part would be Lx/Nx = 24/6 = 4 = Ix, where Lx = 24
is the length of the layout in the x-direction. With requirement 3 in mind, we would
consider dividing the layout at x = 4,8,12,16, 20. But we must make sure we do not
violate the other three requirements.
lY
I x= =
0 X=3 x=5 20 24
Figure 4-2: Consider dividing the layout between x = 3 and x = 5.
Define a new parameter ratios = 0.25, (0 < ratio, < 0.5). Scan the layout
and record in a list any conductor boundary or dielectric boundary that falls within
x = 4 - ratio, * lx and x = 4 + ratio, * lx, i.e., x = 3 and x = 5 (Fig. 4-2). The list
must be sorted in ascending order. The list for our example would be [3, 4, 5]. Find
the largest interval between the elements of the list, which is 1 for our example. If
there are more than one largest intervals of the same length, pick the first one. Divide
the layout at the center of the largest interval (x = 3.5 in Fig. 4-3).
-A
0 x=3.5 20 24
Figure 4-3: Divide the layout at the center of the largest interval, x = 3.5.
Repeat the previous step for x
the x-direction in shown in Fig. 4-4
= 8,12,16, 20. The result for layout partition in
I I
I I I I x
x=3.5 x=8 x=12 x=16 x=19.5 24
Figure 4-4: The layout is divided at x = 3.5, 8, 12, 16, 19.5.
The partition algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4.1
Algorithm 4.1 The Parttion Algorithm
Require: layout boundary [0, 0, 0, Lx, Ly, Lz]; number of parts in each direction
Nx, Ny, and Nz; layout information;
1: lx = Lx/Nx; ly = Ly/Ny; Iz = Lz/Nz;
2: ratios = 0.25;
3: for i= 1 to Nx - 1 do
4: scan the layout and record in listx any conductor boundary within x (i -
ratios) * lx and x = (i + ratios) * Ix
5: search listx for the largest interval [listx(k), listx(k + 1)];
6: divide the layout in the x-direction at [listx(k) + listx(k + 1)] /2
7: end for
8: for i= 1 to Ny - 1 do
9: scan the layout and record in listy any conductor boundary within y = (i -
ratios) * ly and y = (i + ratios) * ly
10: search listy for the largest interval [listy(k), listy(k + 1)];
11: divide the layout in the y-direction at [listy(k) + listy(k + 1)] /2
12: end for
13: for i= 1 to Nz - 1 do
14: scan the layout and record in listz any conductor boundary and dielectric
boundary within z = (i - ratios) * lz and z = (i + ratio,) * Iz
15: search listz for the largest interval [listz(k).,listz(k + 1)];
16: divide the layout in the z-direction at [listz(k) + listz(k + 1)] /2
17: end for
4.2 The Panel Meshing Algorithm
The panel meshing algorithm employed in the solver needs to satisfy the following
requirements.
1. A block interface must be meshed identically in the two adjacent blocks.
2. The panel meshing algorithm must work compatibly with the FD meshing al-
gorithm and the layout partition algorithm to avoid abrupt changes in the size
of the FD voxels.
We will
Fig. 4-5.
explain our panel meshing algorithm using the 2D example shown in
Figure 4-5: The surfaces xmnin and xam of Blocki, will be meshed in the y direction.
First the left-most surface of blockij, xmin, is meshed in the y direction. The block
boundaries in the y direction (blue dash lines in Fig. 4-6) are added to the mesh. If
there is any conductor in blocki_1j and blocki, (none for our example), the conductor
boundaries should also be added to the mesh.
Add the grid lines at multiples of the user-defined maximum panel length dpy if
they are not too close from any existing grid (green dash lines in Fig. 4-7).
Next the right-most surface of blocki,, xm,(x, is meshed. Similarly, add the block
boundaries (blue lines) and the conductor boundaries (red lines) to the mesh (Fig. 4-
8).
block1,j blockj block, 14
block.1I blockij block1g,1
Figure 4-6: Mesh surface xmin of block, 3 . Add the block boundary in the y direction
(blue lines). Add the conductor boundaries if there is any conductor in the two
adjacent blocks (none in block_ 1 ,3 and blocki,j).
4*dpy -
3 *dpy -
2*dpy -
1*dpy -
Figure 4-7: Mesh surface xmin of blockij. Add multiples of the user-defined maximum
panel length dpy (green lines). 5 * dpy is too close from the block boundary so it is
skipped.
block,-,, block,, blockian,
- -
Figure 4-8: Mesh surface xia, of blocksiy. Add block boundaries
right) and conductor boundaries (red lines) to the mesh.
2*dpy -
2*lpy -
1*dpv -
(blue lines on the
Figure 4-9: Mesh surface xm1a, of
is skipped because it is too close
skipped because it is too close to
block1 ,. Add multiples of dpy to the mesh. 4 * dpy
to the existing mesh from the conductor. 5 * dpy is
the upper block boundary.
block g blockj block,.,,
-I-
block-1  blockj block11 4
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4.3 The FD Meshing Algorithm and the Boundary
Fix
In this section we will explain our Finite Difference meshing algorithm and the re-
alization of the boundary fix introduced in Section 3.4. The FD meshing algorithm
must satisfy the following requirements.
1. Each FD voxel must contain one material only, in other words, it must be either
a conductor voxel or a dielectric voxel of uniform permittivity.
2. There must be at least one grid line between two conductors
3. There must be at least one grid line between a conductor and the block boundary
4. Each interface panel must completely contain at least one Finite Difference voxel
5. The algorithm must avoid abrupt changes in voxel size
Requirement 1-4 are posed by the Finite Difference solver and must be strictly
satisfied in order for the solver to work.
We will continue with the example used in the previous section. As is shown in
Fig. 4-10, surface xm.j and x,, of blocki, have been meshed. We add the panel grids
to the FD mesh to satisfy requirement 4, as is shown in Fig. 4-11.
Add an extra grid at the center of each interval to satisfy requirement 2 and 3
(Fig. 4-12).
Scan the existing grids. Equally divide any interval that is larger than the user-
defined maximum grid interval dy (Fig. 4-13).
Mesh the block in other directions (Fig. 4-14).
Define an surface aspect ratio (aspect-ratio > 0). Find the minimum grid interval
in the y direction dymin. Add a grid at a distance aspctxatio * dymin away from
the left boundary of the block (Fig. 4-15). Same for the right boundary. Figure 4-16
shows how to add the grid in 3D.
Algorithm 4.2 The Panel Meshing Algorithm
Require: user-defined maximum panel length dpx, dpy, dpz;
1: define arrays x-min-y and x-min-z to store the mesh on surface x-min
2: add block boundaries in the y direction to x-min-y
3: add block boundaries in the z direction to x-min-z;
4: for each conductor in the two adjacent blocks do
5: add the conductor boundaries to x-min-y and x.min-z respectively
6: end for
7: for each multiple of dpy that lies within the surface do
8: if it is not too close from any existing grid in x-min-y then
9: add the multiple to x-min-y
10: end if
11: end for
12: repeat step 1 to 11 for surfaces x-max, y.min, ymax, z-min, z-max
block 11  blockj blocks11
x
Figure 4-10: Blocks* will be meshed in the y direction.
Figure 4-11: Add panels grids to the FD mesh.
blIbloc1. blockl,1
Figure 4-12: Add an extra grid at the center of each interval.
Figure 4-13: Add more grids to make all intervals smaller than the user-defined
maximum grid interval dy.
block 12 blocki-2
Figure 4-14: Mesh blockij in all directions.
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block,.0 blocki.
Figure 4-15: Add an thin layer of grids to each surface.
/Y
Ay = aspect ratio * min[ rninfAxj, minfAzj}
Figure 4-16: Add the boundary fix in 3D.
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4.4 Parallelization
We use the standardized Messaging Passing Interface (MPI) to parallelize the gen-
eration of capacitance matrices. After the layout has been parsed and partitioned,
we will have a large number of blocks. These blocks are distributed equally to the
available processors. Each processor will compute the capacitance matrices of the as-
signed blocks and store them in a pre-determined address. Each matrix is stored with
a unique name. After all the matrices have been computed, the program will reload
them to the memory and generate the walks. Because there is no communication
between processes, the parallelization is able to achieve linear speedup.
What's worth mentioning is that the matrices must be stored in binary format.
Storing and loading binary data in chunk with C++ is 103 order faster than that of
text files. For example, the time to store and load 20 GB binary data is not more
than a few seconds.
Theoretically speaking, the generation of walks is also independent given all the
capacitance matrices, and therefore should be easily parallelizable as well. However,
in order for processors to work completely independently, each of them needs to have
a copy of all the matrices. This requirement becomes impractical to achieve because
of the enormous need of memory space. For example, it requires more than 20 GB
to store the capacitance matrices for the Intel example shown in Section 5.2. To
replicate the 20 GB data in memory will be a difficulty for most computers. In such
case, it might be worthy to try the shared memory architecture, such as OpenMP, in
which the data is shared among different threads.
Algorithm 4.3 The FD Meshing Algorithm
Require: maximum grid interval dx, dy, dz; aspect ratio aspect-ratio
1: define arrays grid-x, grid-y, and grid-z to store the mesh in each direction
2: add panel grids on surface ymin, ymax, zmin, and zmax to grid-x
3: add a grid to grid-x at the center of each existing interval
4: for each grid interval in grid-x do
5: if the interval is larger than dx then
6: equally divide the interval so that each subinterval is smaller than dx
7: end if
8: end for
9: repeat step 2 to 8 for grid-y and grid-z
10: find the minimum interval dxmin dymin dZmin in grid-x, grid-y, grid-z
11: add-x = aspect-ratio * min dyrii, dztin
12: add-y = aspectratio * min dxin, dzmin
13: add-z = aspectratio * min dxrin, dymin
14: add a grid at a distance of add-x from surface x,.i,, and surface xa,0 .
15: add a grid at a distance of add-y from surface yn and surface yrnam.
16: add a grid at a distance of add-z from surface zn?, and surface Znax
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Chapter 5
Results
Unless otherwise stated the reported results are obtained using our C++ implemen-
tations of FastMarkov and running on Intel Xeon X5650 with 12MB L3 Cache at 2.66
GHz with 24GB of memory. Unless otherwise stated, all results have been obtained
using a total of two million random walks, i.e. Nw = 2 x 106.
5.1 Parallel Plates in Uniform Media
The first example is a parallel plate capacitor (Fig. 5-1). The size of each plate is
20 x 20 x 1 and the distance between the plates is 1. The space around the two plates
is filled with media with relative permmitivity of 1.
First we must prove the necessity of the boundary fix. We compute the capacitance
using our solver without the boundary fix and compare it with that obtained from the
Finite Difference solver. The blue line in the upper plot of Fig. 5-2 shows the relative
error in the solution against the total number of partitions. Without the boundary
fix, the computed capacitance decreases while the number of partitions increases. For
a partition of 40x40x4, the relative error of the computed capacitance value can be
as large as -57% (decreased to 0.4 of the correct value). After enabling the boundary
fix and set aspect-ratio = 0.8, the relative error in the computed results stay within
4% while the number of blocks increases from 1 to 3200 (gueen lines in Fig. 5-2).
We could also see that the solver shows a significant speedup when the layout is
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Figure 5-1: Parallel plates of size 20x20x1 placed symmetrically in the center of a
25x25x5 media of permittivity 1.
partitioned into more blocks as is expected.
However the accuracy of the solver depends highly on the choice of the aspect
ratio. As is shown in Fig. 5-3, the relative-error-vs-number-of-blocks curves can be
approximately seen as straight lines. The slope of the lines changes from negative to
positive as the aspect-ratio of the boundary fix decreases from 1.0 to 0.1. The slope
is close to 0, or in other words, the result is most accurate, when aspect-ratio = 0.8.
This is contradiction to our expectation. We would expect the results to be more
accurate when the aspect-ratio gets smaller because Eq. 3.20 better approximates
Eq. 3.22 with smaller aspect-ratio.
We further observed that the optimal value of aspecthratio is problem-dependent.
For example, if we shift the plates in Fig. 5-1 upwards by 0.333, then aspect-ratio =
lU
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Figure 5-2: Relative error and computation time of the parallel plates example from
the solver with and without the boundary fix.
2.4 yields the most accurate results rather than 0.8.
In order to investigate the dependency on the boundary aspect ratio we proposed
the test example shown in Fig. 5-4. Given our current partition algorithm, panel
meshing and FD meshing algorithms, the example will lead to blocks with uniform
size and uniform meshing, thus eliminating the factor of meshing problem. First we
partition the layout into lOxlOx2 blocks, each block is an exact cube of length 2.5.
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Figure 5-3: The accuracy of the solver depends on the aspect-ratio of the boundary
fix. The general slope of the relative-error-vs-number-of-blocks curve increases when
the apsect-ratio decreases.
Next, the block interfaces are meshed with maximum panel length [dpx, dpy, dpz] =
[0.5, 0.5, 0.5], so all surface panels are 0.5x0.5 squares. Finally, all the blocks are
meshed with maximum voxel size [dx, dy, dz] = [0.25,0.25,0.25]. All FD voxels are
cube of size 0.25x0.25x0.25 before adding the boundary fix. All the discretization is
checked both automatically and manually and is confirmed to be uniform as expected.
Figure 5-5 shows the relative error in the capacitance computed using the solver
with different boundary aspect ratio. Sadly, thought the example is computed using
uniform discretization, it still shows the same trend - the computed capacitance value
increases with the decrease in the boundary aspect ratio.
At this point, one possible guess will be that the meshing is not fine enough and
the results might become more accurate with finer discretization. Figure 5-6 shows
the results with 2x and 4x finer panel mesh and FD mesh. However, although the
2x and 4x curves shifted upwards compared with the results obtained with reference
mesh density, the slope of the curves does not change much from the reference curve,
which means the amplitude of the change in errors is the same.
N21.5
Figure 5-4: Parallel plates of size 18x18x1 placed symmetrically in the center of a
25x25x5 media of permittivity 1. If the layout is partitioned into 1Ox1Ox2 blocks,
each block is an exact cube with length 2.5.
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Figure 5-5: Relative error in the capacitance computed using the solver with different
boundary aspect ratio. The computed capacitance value change inversely with the
aspect ratio.
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Figure 5-6: Relative error v.s. boundary aspect ratio for 2x and 4x mesh density.
5.2 Large example
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layers.
5-7: A Large Intel Example. The layout contains 82 nets and 14 dielectric
The dielectric layers are omitted for the clarity of the figure.
This example is shown to demonstrate the potential of the solver to handle large
layout. Fig. 5-7 shows the figure of the example plotted with MATLAB. The size
of the layout is 40.9x11.42x2.5881. As we can see, the example is very complicated
and of delicate structure. It contains 82 nets and 14 dielectric layers. The minimum
distance between two conductors is 0.005. In Fig. 5-8 we can see TSV arrays that
Figure 5-8: The same example as is shown in Fig. 5-7 but not to scale. The thin
vertical column arrays are through-silicon-vias (TSVs) connecting different layers.
connect nets of different layers.
We extract the capacitance matrix of this example using our solver with the
following parameters:
[dpx,dpydpz] = [0.1,0.07.0.02]
[dx, dy, dz] = [0.033.0.023, 0.007]
Nx = 100
Ny = 40
Nz= 26 (5.1)
(5.2)
The extraction was completed in 3.7 hours with the serial solver. The computation
of markov transition matrices took about 3.5 hours and the walks 0.2 hours. It is as
we have expected that most of the computation complexity is with the computation
of MTMs. With 4 processors and the parallelized solver the total extraction time
was shortened to 45 minutes. This means we achieved super-linear speedup with
the parallelization. A common explanation of super-linearity is that more processors
mean there is more cache space. The speedup is not only due to the fact that we are
able to perform 4x more operations per second, but also from relatively fewer memory
operations.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we generalized the BEM-MTM algorithm in [12] into the FastMarkov
algorithm such that it becomes efficient for capacitance extraction of a single very-
large-scale layout which is not necessarily designed using motif-based methodolo-
gies. FastMarkov can handle partitioning through conductors. The flexibility to cut
through conductors when partitioning a layout makes it possible to use relative simple
partition algorithms.
Second, we adapted the FastMarkov algorithm from Boundary Element Method
(BEM) based to Finite Difference Method (FDM) based. This allows the algorithm
to handle non-uniform dielectric media which is inevitable in very-large-scale layouts.
In particular, we identified an issue with enforcing charge neutrality on the block
interface. BEMI-MTM enforces carge neutrality on a flat surface whereas Finite
Difference based implementation must enforce charge neutrality on a finite volume.
A new algorithm, FD-MTM is derived to solve this problem. We also propose an
modification to the FastMarkov algorithm to reduce the error on block interfaces.
The resulting algorithm is FastMarkov with Boundary Fix.
Third, we implemented the FastMarkov with boundary fix algorithm in C++ with
supports for input files of cap format. Our solver can handle layouts of Manhattan
geometry and layered dielectric media. We also employed a simple but effective
parallelization scheme and implemented it using MPI.
The solver was tested thoroughly on the parallel plates example, with which we
demonstrated the necessity of the boundary fix and the accuracy of the solver given a
proper choice of the boundary aspect ratio. We observed an expected dependence of
the solver accuracy on the aspect ratio. We proved that, compared with capacitance
solver using Finite Difference Method, our solver achieved a speedup that was more
than linear with the number of blocks the layout was partitioned into. The solver was
also tested on a large example to demonstrate its potential to handle large layouts. We
proved that our algorithm was embarrassingly parallelizable and our parallel solver
achieved super-linear speedup with respect to the number of processors.
6.2 Future Work
Any one who is going to resume the project is urged to consider the following advice.
Those who plan to implement the algorithm from the start are advised to im-
plement the FastMarkov algorithm with a BEM solver to compute the capacitance
matrices, or the FD-MTM algorithm. The FastMarkov with boundary fix algorithm
is an approximate algorithm, and more needs to be researched about the boundary
fix.
It is strongly suggested that a simple MATLAB prototype be built and carefully
tested before a full-fledged C++ solver is started. The MATLAB prototype will
be more tractable to build and to debug, and will give the builder the necessary
understanding and experience with the implementation. It is a standard practice in
software engineering and will prove to be a worthy investment.
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